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a b s t r a c t
MDA proposes a new paradigm for software development in general. We claim that MDA
could be beneficial for embedded software development, especially if it is extended to
address the special needs of embedded systems. The paper consists of two sections: the
first is a brief synopsis on how MDA ought to be extended to handle embedded software
development, while the second illustrates the concepts in practice using a prototype
modeling language and tool chain designed for developing mission computing software.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Synopsis
Large-scale, distributed real-time embedded systems are notoriously hard to build.1 With the best of intentions, suppliers
develop their software components, which perfectly satisfy the design requirements, yet when integration comes, the
system is unstable and unreliable. Even worse: it is impossible to figure out what causes the problems. All participants
followed well-established processes, and the components meet their requirements, yet the integrated system is unusable.
Webelieve this isnot a failure of individual ingredients (i.e. the components, the architecture, the platform, the scheduling
algorithms, or the hardware), but it is a breakdown on the system level: a systemic failure. When perfect pieces are put
together, the result is imperfect.
We believe what lies at the core of this problem is a not well-understood phenomenon of subtle interactions among
components. System architects rarely ask questions like: given a component A increases its production rate of data blocks by
100%, howwill it impact the timing and performance of a component B located on a processor which also hosts a component
C that is a consumer of A’s data? All embedded system developers are familiar with scenarios like these, yet analytical or
other approaches are rarely used in design time to answer these questions.
We propose an approach: an engineering process to address these issues. The process is not entirely new; it has been used
in various manifestations during the last decade, andmany of its ingredients and supporting tools are available today. What
is new is its consistent application to the special needs of embedded systems.
The process is based on (1) modeling of the embedded system to be created, (2) analysis and verification of the models,
and (3) synthesis and integration of the system from the models. We assume that an embedded system (ES) is computer-
based system consisting of hardware and software components, embedded in a physical environment, which imposes strict
timing requirements on the final product. Below,we describe the stages of the process and the requirements for those stages.
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: gabor.karsai@vanderbilt.edu (G. Karsai).
1 The concepts discussed in this section have been introduced in [1] but within an automotive context.
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1.1. Requirements for an MDA for embedded systems
1.1.1. Stage I: Modeling
In themodeling phase, the systemdesigner createsmodels of the systemand its environment [1]. Thesemodels constitute
the design of the system. The design should include models for:
• The environment: these models capture the assumptions made about the physical environment of the system. Examples
include: objects and artifacts interacting with the ES, assumptions about the timing of events generated by the
environment and to be processed by the ES, amount of data and its production rate the ES must be able to process,
ranges for physical quantities that the ES must be able work with, etc. The requirement for the environmental models is
that they should capture all relevant assumptions that could impact the system’s behavior.
• The infrastructure: thesemodels capture how the software-hardware platformworkswhat the ESwill be run on. Examples
include: hardware architecture, performance metrics for hardware elements (like CPU performance, communication
link bandwidth, etc.), dynamic behavior of software infrastructure (in terms of models of computation for the software
platform), performance metrics for the software, and others. The requirement for the infrastructure models is that
they should be predictive: i.e. they should be able to forecast the ultimate dynamic behavior of the platform under
varying computational load requirements. It is essential that the infrastructure models are validated against the actual
infrastructure, otherwise the subsequent analysis will generate misleading results and the integration will fail.
• The components: these models capture how the individual components (concurrent objects) could be interfaced with,
and how they interact and behave. Examples include: component interfaces, dynamic component behavior in terms of
timing and event sequencing as observable on the component interfaces, etc. The requirement for the componentmodels
is that they should be usable in analysis: given an assembly of components on a given infrastructure, we want to be able
to compute the dynamic behavior of the ensemble. The dynamic behavior is captured at the component interfaces in the
form of sequencing and timing of events [3].
• The architecture: these models capture how the system is put together from the components and how it is mapped to the
platform [4]. Examples include: component interconnectivity and interaction diagrams, component to platform resource
mappings, etc. The requirement for the architectural model is that it should contribute to the analysis of the models: we
must be able to compute the behavior of the system from the models of the components, the infrastructure and the
platform.
• The behavior: thesemodels capture the overall, expected dynamic behavior of the embedded systems. Examples include:
end-to-end timing requirements, internal or external event sequencing on component interfaces, expected behavior
under fault conditions, etc. The requirement for behavioral models is that they faithfully capture the expected dynamics
of the system, observable on its external and internal interfaces.
The models developed in this stage should capture the requirements, the design, and the implementation of the system,
as well as all the assumptions made about the environment. All model elements and attributes are to be clearly marked,
whether they are part of the requirements, the design, or the implementation. The creation of models may include both
human and automated activities. For instance, a human designer can come up with a platform independent model for the
architecture of the system, and then an automated process maps those models into a platform-specific implementation
model (as advocated in the Model-Driven Architecture).
1.1.2. Stage II: Analysis
Once models are created various analysis studies shall be performed. The goal of the analysis is to verify through various
means, like simulation, model checking, theorem proving, etc., that the ES will meet its expectations when built. We believe
this stage is crucial in the development process: this step must provide assurances that if the system is built as described by
the model, and the assumptions about the components, the infrastructure, and the environment are true, then the system
will work as expected, i.e. exhibits the desired behavior.
The analysis has to be able to predict the behavior of the system, based on the models of system and its environment.
This predictive property is essential requirement for analysis: the tools must be able to compute the behavior of the system
and match it up to the expected dynamic behavior. Furthermore, they should also be able to provide formal proofs that the
system is logically correct, and assurances that the computation of the system dynamics is sound.
The ultimate goal in model-based embedded systems is that the analysis perfectly predicts the system’s behavior —
without actually building the system. This may not be feasible because of inherent inaccuracies in the models or lack of
knowledge about details. However,we shall aim for, as aminimum, analysis techniques thatwill pinpoint potential problems
in the design when implemented on the platform and give an early indication, well before integration.
The results of the analysis shall be provided to the designer, such that the design can be changed. Obviously, it may
happen that there is no design to solve a problem on particular platform. In that case, the analysis should clearly indicate
that a change in platform is needed.
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1.1.3. Stage III: Synthesis and integration
After having the design verified by the analysis, the process continues with the synthesis and integration stage. By
‘‘synthesis’’ wemean the creation of executable artifacts from the declarativemodels, and by ‘‘integration’’ wemean putting
together all the executable components to create a running system.
Here, the components are built, using generative programming techniques or hand coding. Once components are created,
they have to be instrumented, executed and verified against their models. If necessary, the models have to be revised and
the process iterated using the new models.
Next, the system implementation has to be synthesized from the architecturalmodels. The synthesis can be implemented
as a set of transformations that map the design models into artifacts on the infrastructure. In the case of parametric
and generative models, the synthesis may involve automated exploration of the design space, and pruning the design
alternatives, or performing various optimizations in the design. The synthesis process shall create a ‘‘build image’’ of the
embedded software, which is then executed on the platform.
The integration should be done first on an instrumented platform that allows capturing the behavior of the running
system in a form that captures the dynamics: the time-domain behavior of system. The data provided by the instrumentation
mechanism (e.g. logging and time stamping of events, etc.) should be compared against data generated in the analysis
phase, and if differences are found the design need to be revised, and the process iterated. The discrepancies found at this
stage are indicative of some requirements not having been met, i.e. the design is faulty. The designer than shall modify the
design: modify the architecture, introduce new components, change component characteristics, choose another platform,
etc. Modification of the design happens by changing the models of components and the architecture. This model update is
perhaps themost difficult step of the process, as it is not clear how to explain differences andwhichmodel must be changed
to remove the discrepancy. However, if the implementation is created through formal transformations, there is some hope
that the observed system dynamics can be ‘‘projected back’’ into the design models, and thus the discrepancies explained
in terms of the models. This is a conjecture at this point and it needs to be proven.
1.2. Tool support
A suite of integrated tools is necessary to support the above process. Some of these tools exist today, some need to be
developed, but in either case a single tool will not be able to support the process; hence the need for integration among
tools. Listed below are generic categories of tools for the various stages of the process:
• Well-defined, concise and effective modeling techniques and languages to capture models of the environment, the
infrastructure, the components, the architecture, and the behavior.
• User-friendly modeling tools that allow and assist a designer in creating these models.
• Efficient model repositories that serve as warehouses of engineering knowledge for the model-based construction of
embedded systems.
• A wide variety of analysis tools that can predict and verify the behavior of the system from models.
• Model transformation tools that map design models into analysis models and executable models.
• Predictable and instrumented infrastructure suites: middleware, operating systems, hardware components, etc.
• Tools that assist in the analysis of data collected through the instrumentation and helpwithmodifying the designmodels.
• Tool integration solutions that facilitate the construction of tool-chains.
2. Relationship to MDA
The above vision on embedded software development is refinement of the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) vision of
OMG [5]. We believe that embedded software development is significantly different from general-purpose software such
that it requires a somewhat unusual approach. TheMDA vision outlines a process where systems aremodeled in a platform-
independent way first (PIM), then these models are refined into platform-specific ones (PSM), from which a significant
portion of the executable code can be generated. In the simplest case, a single PIM is transformed into a single PSM by
an (automatic) transformation step, as shown on Fig. 1, although many variants of this scheme have been proposed [7].
Proposals for focusingMDA on domain-specificmodeling and languages [6] clearly along the lines of the approach suggested
here.
We claim that embedded software development requires a somewhat different approach, and we summarize the main
extensions below.
• In embedded software, the platform details have a great impact on the quality (or even correctness) of the entire system.
In embedded systems, platforms are used to facilitate concurrent operation of components with strict timing, and thus
are typicallymore complex than platforms used in, e.g. business applications. This could necessitate complex,multi-stage
transformations.
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Fig. 1. Simple PIM to PSM transformation in MDA (Source: OMG).
• It is essential to have precisely definedmodels of the environment and software infrastructure to be able to predict para-
functional2 properties (like timing properties) of the system. Often, embedded systemsmust operate under strict timing
and safety requirements, and they must be validated before deployment.
• Without design time analysis, software for a high-consequence application (like aircraft avionics) probably should
never be deployed. An MDA for embedded system must include steps to accommodate analysis (like model checking,
schedulability analysis, etc.)
• Run-time instrumentation and feedback of observations on the running system into the design process is also necessary.
By ‘‘instrumentation’’ wemean run-timemonitoring of the application that could yield useful information for themodels,
like the observed worst-case execution time of components.
As a consequence of these differences, we can observe that (1) multiple stages of transformations are needed, (2)
environment and infrastructuremodels should be available, (3) design analysis should be an integral part of the development
process, and (4) the design process must be able to feed back information from run-time instrumentation into analysis and
modeling.
3. Example: The embedded systemmodeling language
To demonstrate how the above model-based development process for embedded systems can be facilitated, we have
created a set of tools and a designmodeling language. The language is called ESML, and it is (1) amixed language consisting of
diagrammatic and textual constructs, and (2) can beused in conjunctionwith existingUML tools. ESML addresses someof the
modeling needs as outlined above, and it is tailored towards a specific Model of Computation (defined below) that governs
the interactions of software components. ESML has been definedwith the help of ourmeta-programmable GenericModeling
Environment [11]. Once the language was defined, the GME meta-programming technology allowed the instantiation of a
new graphical modeling environment, which supports the visual specification and editing of ESML models. GME is using
an annotated UML class diagrams for metamodeling (i.e. to define a new modeling language), so we shall give the informal
definition of ESML here using this technique. The Appendix summarizes the stereotyped UML class diagram approach used
here.
3.1. Elements of the language
3.1.1. The model of computation
Before discussing the modeling language, we have to define the Model of Computation (MoC) [12] used in the language
and supported by its run-time system. This is necessary, because the MoC determines what a component model is and how
components can be composed to form systems.
The MoC, as the operational semantics of networks of concurrent objects is not defined in the general MDA approach,
however it is essential in embedded systems. Embedded systems are almost always built from concurrent components,
and experience shows that if unrestricted interactions among components are allowed, the system becomes extremely
hard to analyze, debug, integrate and maintain. It is our view that a restricted, yet precisely defined model of component
interactions, i.e. an MoC helps the designer and the developer in the long run, as it allows analysis and reasoning about
the properties of the system. An MoC can be considered as a ‘‘platform model’’, as it precisely defines how the execution
platform works, and thus allows reasoning about the behavior of the final application. Note that the MoC is an abstract,
generic model that specifies the operational semantics of the platform, and not a concrete, designer-supplied model.
The MoC used in ESML is based on the Real-Time Event Channel [13] technology defined in the CORBA standard [5], and
also related to the CORBA Component Model. In this model, components are complex, ported objects (typically consisting
of multiple instances of different classes), which interact with each other through two mechanisms:
2 ‘‘Para’’: beyond, above. The term para-functional was coined by Prof. Raj Rajkumar from CMU.
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Fig. 2.Model of computation used in ESML.
• (synchronous) procedure invocation via component Receptacles to Facets of other components,
• (asynchronous) event propagation through a publish/subscribe mechanism.
The procedure invocation approach follows the traditional ‘‘call-return’’ semantics, where one component executes a
method invocation on another component. The baseline remotemethod invocation is extended through the use of provided
interfaces (called Facets) and required interfaces (called Receptacles). When a component is configured, its Receptacles
should be connected to Facets of other components to represent how services needed by the component are supplied by
another one.
The event propagation mechanism is supported by an event channel [13], which allows component to publish and
subscribe to events. After a component has signed up with the event channel, it can generate events and send them to the
channel. Components can also register themselves with the event channel to indicate that they subscribe to certain types of
events, and wish to receive notifications from the event channel. When a channel receives an event from a publisher, it will
send notifications to all subscribers. In theMoC, components are equipped with PublishPorts and SubscribePorts, for
sending and receiving events, respectively. In the component’s code, the programmer explicitly sends an event via a publish
port, while a subscribe port is typically associated with a method which gets called by the run-time system when the event
channel delivers an event notification. Note that events do not carry data: they are simple notifications.
The above two mechanisms allow a combination of the two interaction patterns, which is illustrated in Fig. 2. In this
combined mode of operation, a publisher component notifies subscriber components about the availability of data, and
the subscribers, when triggered, call back through their receptacles to the facet of the supplier to retrieve that data. This
technique allows fine-grain scheduling, and the incorporation of quality of service (QoS) techniques.When an event channel
sends a notification to multiple subscriber components, there is a scheduling decision made about which component gets
notified first. Furthermore, concurrent notifications on multiple components are also possible, if the components run in
different threads. The publishers are naturally decoupled from the subscribers, and the system can be fine-tuned for optimal
performance [14].
The MoC used in ESML uses the above interaction pattern to facilitate coordination and communication across
components. Obviously, the model is primarily event-driven. To allow time-driven behavior, subscribe ports can receive
(periodic) notifications from special, predefined components, called Timers. Physical device interfaces are encapsulated into
components, which own threads and are (internally) synchronized to interrupt sources, and produce events to subscribers.
3.1.2. Components
Components are first-class citizens in ESML, which follow the componentmodel described above. To support reusability,
ESML uses the usual class/instance dichotomy: the user can define classes of components (called ComponentTypes), and
later instantiate them (as NormalComponents or BackupComponents). As shown on Fig. 3, each component has a number
of ingredients, as listed below.
• Facets and Receptacles. These are actually references that point to Interfaces, which are named collections of methods.
When a facet is added to a component, it expresses the fact that the component implements the interface defined by
the facet, while adding a receptacle to a component declares that the component requires another component which
implements the interface defined by the receptacle. Note that facet – receptacle connections are not established in
component types, rather in component interaction models (discussed below).
• PublishPorts and SubscribePorts. These represent events the component will generate, and events the component
subscribes to. Ports are typed: each (subscriber or publisher) port can handle a specific type of event. This is modeled by
connecting ports to references the point to events. The subscribe ports have a number of attributes to indicate what is
the criticality of that port, what is the deadline of the operation triggered by arrival of an event notification on the port,
howmultiple events should be correlated to trigger a notification on the port, andwhat are the other run-time properties
associated with the port.
• Actions. Actions represent operations that implement the behavior of the component. An action can be connected to a
subscribe port, and this relationship indicates that the action is triggeredwhen the subscriber port receives a notification.
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Fig. 3.Metamodel for components in ESML.
An action can also be connected to a publish port, to indicate that the behaviormay result in publishing an event. Actually,
an action is just an abstraction that encapsulates an implementation. As the underlying model is object-oriented, actions
are eventually ‘‘grounded’’ in specific methods of classes that constitute the component. This fact is expressed by the
connection between the actions and methods.
• QoS attributes. One crucial aspect in the design of ESML was the need for expressing quality of service properties. These
may be either desired properties (i.e. requirements) or actual (i.e. measured) properties of an implementation. ESML
does not make this distinction. The QoS properties in ESML are actually associated with port/action pairs, and placed as
attributes of the association between subscribe (or publish) ports and actions.
This is all what the component models in ESML include. The interesting part is what is missing: internal classes and their
relationships, fine-grain object behaviors within a component, object collaborations, etc. It is not the goal of ESML to
model these details, which are considered internal to the component. As described later, these details can be modeled (or
represented) in UML, with which ESML has a well-defined interface. Fig. 4 shows an example component model.
3.1.3. Component interactions
The ESMLmodeler configures systemsby specifying specific instances of components, their interactionpatterns, and their
allocation to hardware resources: processors and networks. Possible component interactions are modeled on interaction
diagrams. These diagrams are not to be confused with UML collaboration diagrams, as their purpose is different: (1) they
express all the possible component interactions, and (2) they strictly follow the MoC as described above. All component
interactions fall under the ‘‘event propagation+ procedure invocation’’ model, as defined above. Note that components are
static: they are created once, at initialization time, and they live forever.
Fig. 5 illustrates the meta-model for component interactions. The modeler places instances of ComponentTypes in the
model to indicate what components interact in a particular scenario. Recall that thesemodels have Facet and Receptacle
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Fig. 4. An example component model.
Fig. 5.Metamodel for component interactions in ESML.
ports to express the procedure invocation style of interaction, and PublishPorts and SubscribePorts to express event
propagation. Once the components are included on an interaction model, the modeler can express event propagation and
procedure invocation among components.
A component can publish multiple events, an event can be subscribed to multiple components, and a component can
subscribe to multiple events. Furthermore, events are typed: they have a type tag. These requirements necessitated the
introduction of explicit events (EventType) in the interaction diagrams. These are objects, that the component publish
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Fig. 6. An example component interaction model.
ports and subscribe ports connect to. Component publish ports can connect to (thus publish) an event, and multiple
component subscribe ports can connect to (thus subscribe to) an event. This fan-in/fan-out structure explicitly represents
event propagation in the system. Recall that the Publish and Subscribe ports of components are also typed, and therefore
checking type compatibility between events and the ports connected to it is quite straightforward.
The events in the above model are not real objects in terms of the underlying run-time system. They merely declare the
existence of a logical connection between publishers and subscribers via the real-time event channel. The event channel
is part of the run-time infrastructure, and built on top of the real-time Object Request Broker (ORB). As such, it is able to
facilitate interactions among components located on different processors, connected via a network.
Component interactions through procedure invocations are modeled by Invocation connections, which connect
Receptacles of components toFacets of other components. AReceptacle (which is just another port of a component) is
used to represent two concepts: (1) an interfacewhose implementationmust be ‘‘filled in’’ by another component, and (2) an
outgoing (possibly remote) procedure call to another component. The explicit connection represents, again, two concepts:
(1) that a component’s requirement for an implementation of an interface is fulfilled by another one, and (2) procedure
invocations going out of the component via the receptacle target that other component. Invocations, by default, follow the
call-return (synchronous) semantics, but the modeler can override that and specify oneway-call (asynchronous) semantics.
The above mechanism allows representing event-driven interactions: one component publishes an event, and another
one subscribes to it and gets triggered as a consequence. Time-triggered behavior can be modeled as follows. Events
can be produced by Timers, which are special components that produce events with a fixed frequency. One can think
of timers as special components with a single publish port, on which they keep publishing events periodically. Note that
this mechanism allows implementing time-triggered systems in a ‘‘soft-real-time’’ sense: component triggering by a timer
happens somewhat later than the timer fires. The delay between the expiration of a unit of physical time and the actual
triggering of the component includes all the OS and middleware scheduling delays, and may not be deterministic (although
acceptable practical upper limits can be determined). Fig. 6 shows an example component interaction model.
3.1.4. Component configurations
Component configuration models define the hardware architecture of the system, how components and component
interactions are mapped onto the hardware resources, and how fault management is addressed in the system. Fig. 7 shows
the metamodel.
A configuration model contains Processor and FaultMgmt (fault management) models. A processor is a computing
resource, which can run components. Processors have one or more Processes (with their own address spaces), in which
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Fig. 7.Metamodel for system configurations in ESML.
components reside. Components are static, created at initialization time, and exist for the life-time of the system. Component
to process allocation is expressed by placing NormalComponents and BackupComponents into process models. These
objects refer to ComponentTypemodels, and represent the actual instances of the component types. A component instance
can be a ‘‘normal’’, functional component, which is activated when the system is initialized, or it can be a ‘‘backup’’, non-
functional component, which is inactive initially, and becomes active only when fault management is activated.
The fault management approach uses a very simple fault model: only aggregate processors failures are considered.
When a processor fails, the effect of the fault is mitigated by deactivating some normal components and activating
some backup components on (an)other processor(s). The idea is that if a CPU fails, its task should be taken over by
(an)other CPU(s). The helper CPU may degrade its functionality by deactivating some components, but it also takes over
the responsibilities of the failed CPU by bringing some of its backup components on-line. These activities are configured
by the fault management models, which contain (1) references to processors (whose failures they mitigate), (2) sets of
components that should be activated (EnableComponents containing the references BackupComponentRef), and (3) sets
of components that should be deactivated (DisableComponents containing the references NormalComponentRef). In
addition to mapping components to processes (and thus processors), the modeler can also express how the software ports
used in event propagation are mapped onto hardware communication ports of processors. Processors are equipped with
CommPorts, which represents that hardware devices used for network connectivity. The network connections themselves
are represented as Links. These can be connected to publish and subscribe ports of components, indicating the mapping
between the two, and this information is used in the configuration of the run-time system.
The embedded systems built using ESML are typicallymulti-threaded: a single process has a number of available threads.
Thread types (Thread) with their rates and priorities can be declared inside processors, and can be instantiated inside
processes as ThreadRefs. By design, threads are related to subscribe ports: when the component receives a notification
via the subscribe port, an associated thread wakes up and executes the component’s code. This association is captured in a
ThreadConnection, which connects a thread instance to a subscribe port.
3.2. The ESML tool chain
ESMLwas designed to be a system-levelmodeling language for embedded systems. Its goal is to address the issues arising
in system integration, validation, verification, and testing. It is not a replacement for UML or for an implementation language,
and it is used in conjunction with those tools.
ESML is supported by a visual modeling environment, which allows graphical model building, and has a powerful
constraint checker. Constraints are Boolean expressions (specified in a variant of UML/OCL) that can be evaluated in the
context of ESML models, and check computable properties of those models. For example, ESML has constraints that enforce
type compatibility for connected ports.
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Fig. 8. ESML tool chain.
ESML was designed for use in conjunction with other tools and languages to support an engineering overall process,
as shown on Fig. 8. In the embedded software construction process, components are designed and defined using Rational
Rose [15]. The Rose code generator that produces header files from UML class diagrams is also utilized. However, Rose does
not support the ESML component model, and Rose design artifacts cannot be immediately used in ESML. The modeler has
to annotate the UML class diagrams with special markers (‘‘tagged values’’ in UML terminology), which have a meaning
in ESML. Next, the UML class diagrams have to be exported from Rose into the ESML modeling tool (via an XML-based
format called ESCM). Once the component models are available in the ESML modeling tool, the designer can build the other
models: interaction diagrams and configuration models. In a sense, ESML operates on a different level of abstraction [22]:
on the system level, instead of the component-level or below, which is the realm of UML. The toolset depicted above is not
unique, and there are a number of examples for the suite of tools that follow a similar approach, e.g. [25,26]. The result of
modeling in ESML is a set of diagrams that visually depict components, interactions, and configurations.
The objective of the design process is to create, analyze, and integrate real systems, thus we had to define a number
of interfaces to support these activities (see Fig. 8). AIF is the Analysis Interchange Format that is used to couple analysis
and verification tools into the tool chain. The goal of the analysis is (1) to verify that the deployed system will work as
expected under all usage scenarios, and — if there is a problem with the system — (2) to find the cause. Other researchers
[16,17] have developed a number of tools that perform analysis on the ESML models via AIF. The analyses performed by
the tools include: end-to-end deadline and rate verification, schedulability checks, event dependency analysis, and others.
Early experiments [18] have indicated the viability of the approach: when problems were detected in a running embedded
system, the analysis tool was able to pinpoint the potential sources of the problem. XMLCONFIG is an XML-based interface
that feeds ESMLmodels into a code generation process that creates the ultimate executable. The executable is running on an
embedded platform, which could be instrumented to capture run time data, which is then passed via IIF (Instrumentation
Interchange Format) to the analysis tools.
We believe that the tool integration architecture described above is crucial in embedded system development. There is a
need for (1) tools that allowmodeling and generation within components (UML), (2) tools that allow system level modeling
within the framework of a (or more) model of computation, (3) tools that analyze the system and verify its behavior, or give
feedback to the designer, and (4) tools for synthesizing and generating the system. Shared and open interfaces shall allow
building these tool suites that provide end-to-end support for embedded system development.
3.3. ESML development and MDA
We claim that the ESML development process (as implied by the tool chain described above) implements a specific
variation of the MDA vision, in compliance with some of the needs of embedded system development process as outlined
in the introductory synopsis. In the above tool chain, component models are created using UML (using Rational Rose), and
system models are created using ESML. While it is tempting to call the ESML models as PIM-s, this is probably not entirely
correct. On one hand, some aspects of the ESML language: the component models and the interaction models are platform
independent. The MoC described above can be implemented on many different platforms, not only on Real-Time CORBA.
The system models could be built without a specific implementation platform in mind: the developer does not have to
deal with low-level features of the software and hardware platform, at least in this stage of the development. On the other
hand, configuration models are platform-dependent, as this is the place where the platform is precisely configured: CPU-s,
processes, hardware links, etc. The allocation of functions to this platform is (primarily) developer-driven, but in the ESML
tool chain the analysis tools can also be used implement this mapping. The mapping and platform configuration details are
captured in the XMLCONFIG, which thus is a PSM of the application. This PSM captures a low-level, configuration-oriented
view of the system, and it is directly used to generate (‘‘glue’’) C++ code that initializes and configures the system. The AIF
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is yet another, specialized PSM. The AIF captures an analysis-oriented view of the embedded system, in terms of a ‘‘virtual
platform’’ whose semantics is well-defined by the analysis tools.
Our experiencewith ESML shows that there is not always a cleandistinction between the PIMandPSM, sometime they are
— and should be— expressed in the same modeling tool. Furthermore, the same models can — and should be— transformed
multiple times, into different artifacts, into different PSM-s, depending on what we need to with those models. This is the
same concept introduced in [21], and we it found its applicability in ESML.
In general, embedded systems could be constructed using different modeling approaches (e.g. macro dataflow systems,
hierarchical finite-state systems, synchronous approaches, time-triggered approaches, etc.) and different platforms (e.g.
real-time CORBA, multitasking RTOS-s, time-triggered architectures, or event-driven systems, etc.) [23]. The different
modeling approaches lead to various PIM-s, while the different platforms lead to different PSM-s. At this point it is hard to
pick a single, best approach for any of these, and in many systems different approaches has to be combined, thus designers
have to able to use all of them. ForMDA this means that it must support heterogeneousmodeling, possibly through domain-
specific modeling languages.
We emphasized the importance of design-time model analysis of embedded systems. This motivates the full
incorporation of these techniques into MDA-like development processes. As analysis tools may operate on different models
than what is convenient to use for system modeling, model transformations are needed to connect design and analysis.
Embedded systems are operating in a physical environment, where the environment often imposes strict requirements
on the system. These requirements are almost always about para-functional properties. We argue that the modeling
techniques used should support the computation (or verification of prediction) of these properties from the models of the
system, of the run-time platform, and of the environment. Furthermore, this activity should result in design suggestions or
critique for the designer on how to change the design to improve it.
We believe, the proposed approach has a positive impact in terms increasing (a) reusability (as high quality models
become reusable artifacts capturing design knowledge), (b) portability (as platform details are encapsulated in the PIM to
PSM transformations), and (c) interoperability (as the explicit models and the opportunity for analysis allows validating
interoperability assumptions). However, the biggest impact is in terms of system integration: probably the most difficult
task in embedded system design.
Note that not all aspects of the envisioned embedded system MDA process are addressed in the ESML tool chain. For
example, we did not model the environment or the details of the execution platform. However, we conjecture that these
aspects can be incorporated into the approach. For example, explicit environment models capturing assumed event rates
can be used by (performance) analysis tools to predict the system’s behavior under varying operational conditions. The
explicit models can, arguably, be used to generate, for instance, the PIM to PSM transformation tool for system integration
and analysis. However, the specific implementation of these capabilities in the ESML tool chain is subject of future research.
3.4. Using the ESML tools
The ESML tool chain has been evaluated on putting together medium-sized soft-real-time, mission computing
applications. ‘‘Medium-size’’ in this case means applications containing approximately 400–800 components deployed on
2-4 processors. The primary objective was to integrate the full system from components that were created and tested
independently. Even in the current, prototypical state of the tools, the time needed to configure the full applications has
been reduced 2-4X (compared to creating configuration files by hand). It is somewhat interesting (although not surprising)
that themore complex the systemwas, to bigger the benefits of themodel-based approachwere. Finding errors in themodels
using analysis tools has resulted in a 10X reduction of the integration time. In summary, these experiments indicated not
only the feasibility, but the superiority of the model-based approach.
4. Summary and future topics
We have presented a proposal for a variation on the theme introduced by MDA: MDA for embedded systems. MDA for
embedded systems is different from the ‘‘general purpose’’ MDA, as it needs to address the issues arising in systems that are
tightly coupled to a physical environment, for instance timing. The Embedded SystemModeling Language and its associated
modeling and generation tools give a first glimpse of how the approach envisioned could work, and initial experiments
indicate that approach is feasible.
Obviously, significant amount of research work is needed in order to fully realize the vision outlined in the synopsis.
We need extensions to ESML that address all the modeling needs outlined in the synopsis. We need better methods for
modeling platforms. We need scalable analysis techniques. We need sophisticated tools for model transformations. We
need techniques for feeding back the run-time instrumentation results into the models and facilitate changes there.
In summary, embedded systems are difficult to build, but themodel-based approach offers a great opportunity to address
many of the problems arising in their design and construction.
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Fig. 9. An example meta-model.
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Appendix. Metamodels for graphical languages
Formally, a Domain-Specific Modeling Language is a five-tuple of concrete syntax (C), abstract syntax (A), semantic
domain (S) and semantic and syntactic mappings (Ms, andMc):
L = 〈C, A, S,Ms,Mc〉.
The C concrete syntax defines the specific notation used to express models, whichmay be graphical, textual or mixed. The A
abstract syntax defines the concepts, relationships, and integrity constraints available in the language. Thus, the abstract
syntax determines all the (syntactically) correct ‘‘sentences’’ (in our case: models) that can be built. (It is important to
note that the abstract syntax includes semantic elements as well. The integrity constraints, which define well-formedness
rules for the models, are frequently called ‘‘static semantics’’.) The S semantic domain is usually defined by means of
some mathematical formalism in terms of which the meaning of the models is explained. The Mc : A → C mapping
assigns syntactic constructs (graphical, textual or both) to the elements of the abstract syntax. The Ms : A → S semantic
mapping relates syntactic concepts to those of the semantic domain. The definition of the (DSM) language proceeds by
constructingmetamodels of the language (to cover A and C), and by constructing ametamodel for the semantics (to coverMc
andMs).
The Generic Modeling Environment (GME) uses an UML-based approach to define modeling languages. The underlying
assumption is that graphical modeling languages have ‘‘sentences’’ formed from objects, i.e. a sentence is a network of
objects. A UML class diagram can capture classes, their attributes, and their relationships: inheritance, containment, and
general associations. A programmer can instantiate those classes, specify instance attributes, and establish links among
objects that correspond to associations in the class diagram.
Unfortunately, pure UML class diagrams are not well suited for the metaprogramming of modeling environments. The
reason is that environments tend to support some core modeling concepts (e.g. containers, ported objects, atomic objects,
etc.), which are not UML concepts, yet metamodels should contain hints how UML class diagrams should be interpreted in
terms of those concepts. A convenient solution to this problem is to use stereotypes, which mark classes as belonging to a
specific category that is meaningful (and has a specific semantics in) the modeling environment. In our metaprogrammable
Generic Modeling we have chosen this approach. Fig. 9 illustrates how a UML class diagram can be embellished to define
a meta-model for GME. The drawing also summarizes the core model organization concepts supported by GME. The
diagram, read as a pure UML diagram, has the following classes: aFolder: an untyped container of objects, aModel: a typed
container with model semantics, anAtom and anotherAtom: simple objects, aConnection: an association class relating the
classes anAtom and anotherAtom, anotherModel: a container for anotherAtoms and anotherModels, aSet: yet another container
containing aSetElement, and aReference: associates with (‘‘points to’’) anotherAtoms. The stereotypes map these classes into
environment-specific modeling concepts. GME supports <<Model>>-s, which are composite objects with ports containing
other objects (including other <<Model>>-s), <<Atom>>-s are primitive objects that have their own graphical icons, <<Set>>-
s are special containers that contain objects within the same parent <<Model>> that also contains the set, <<References>>
are alias objects which point to (non-local) objects in the object hierarchy, and <<Connection>>-s are association objects
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relating and two (or more) iconic objects. All objects except the <<Connection>>-s are iconic. <<Model>>-s can have ports
on their icons, and <<Connection>>-s are visualized as lines. It is not shown on the drawing, but many stereotypes have a
corresponding ‘‘proxy’’ stereotype, which is semantically equivalent to the base stereotype.
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